
Care Certificate 
Standard 2 

Personal development

Question 1

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Describe the functional level of literacy, numeracy and communication skills necessary to carry out your role

[   ] Reading, 'riting, reporting and 'rithmatic are all essential components of communication,
often called the 'Four Tops'

[   ] Reading, 'riting, reporting and 'rithmatic are all essential components of
communication, often called the 'Four 'R's

[   ] Reading, 'riting, reporting and 'rithmatic are all essential components of
communication, often called the Four 'Horesmen'

[   ] Reading, 'riting, reporting and 'rithmatic are all essential components of
communication, often called the 'Four'Seasons'

Question 2

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Explain how you check your current level of literacy, numeracy and communication skills 

[   ] My role involves writing daily reports of what has been happening, adding up the
amounts of fluid someone had had to drink and speaking with others on different levels,
either as a person and 'small talk, or in a professional capacity.

[   ] My role involves writing daily reports of what has not been happening, adding up the
amounts of fluid someone had had to drink and speaking with others on different levels,
either as a person and 'small talk, or in a professional capacity.

[   ] My role involves writing daily reports of what has been happening, guessing the
amounts of fluid someone had had to drink and speaking with others on different levels,
either as a person and 'small talk, or in a professional capacity.

[   ] My role involves writing daily reports of what has been happening, adding up the
amounts of fluid someone had had to drink and speaking with others on different levels,
either as a person and 'small talk, or in an unprofessional capacity.
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Question 3

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Describe how a learning activity has improved your own knowledge, skills and understanding 

[   ] I got a piece of wood out, gave it to a client, who sanded it down until it was all dust. I
told them this was occupational therapy and it was learning experience

[   ] I sat down and put a training workbook on my lap, opened it up and then thought about
what I am going to do tonight and how long it was until I went home

[   ] I have supervision meetings and these help me understand my learning, training and
development needs. I am able to state my needs and my manager advises me of what
can be achieved

[   ] I put a DVD on for Moving and Handling, turned the light out out for a better view, and
woke up when it was finished

Question 4

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Describe how reflecting on a situation has improved your own knowledge, skills and understanding 

[   ] After the situation was resolved, we went to the pub to unwind

[   ] It had been a traumatic day, so we all went home and I personally shouted at my
children and partner so let my emotions settle down

[   ] I kept it all in, as I normally do. My doctor said my physical health deterioration was due
to my inability to have an outlet when situations arise

[   ] After the incident, my manager called us all together, and we discussed what had
happened, what led up to it, what could have been done to prevent it. It was a learning
situation and we felt that in future we would be more able to minimise such incidents

Question 5

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Describe how feedback from others has developed their own knowledge, skills and understanding 

[   ] They tell employees how they are doing on the job and what you think of their work.
People often have false or distorted perceptions of their own work behaviours. Clear,
objective feedback can clear up any misunderstandings about what you expect from the
employee and gives the employee a chance to ask questions.

[   ] The assessment process increases employees’ productivity by reporting how well they
are performing to standards. Good performance is reinforced, and by explicitly pointing
out any performance slippage, the employee will have an opportunity to take corrective
action.

[   ] Continual performance assessment gives you an information base for later management
decisions about such issues as pay raises, promotions, transfers, training, special
assignments, or termination. It could help you determine that an employee would be
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more valuable to the organisation if he/she received some specialised training. It also
provides a method for determining which employees are promotable into higher
positions and which employees should be weeded out because they aren't qualified for
their present jobs.

[   ] All the above

Question 6

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

List the learning opportunities available to them and how they can use them to improve the way they work 

[   ]
In-Service Training
Mandatory Training
Vocational Training
Professional Training
External Training
E-Learning
Internet
Books and Magazines

[   ]
In-Service Training
Mandatory Training
Vocational Training
Unprofessional Training
External Training
E-Learning
Internet
Books and Magazines

[   ]
In-Service Training
Mandatory Training
Phoney Training
Professional Training
External Training
E-Learning
Internet
Books and Magazines

[   ]
In-Service Training
Mandatory Training
Vocational Training
Professional Training
Corrupt Training
E-Learning
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Internet
Books and Magazines

Question 7

Develop their knowledge, skills and understanding

Explain why continuing professional development is important

[   ] It provides an overview of your professional development to date and reminds you of
your achievements and how far you've progressed

[   ] It directs your career and helps you keep your eye on your goals, uncovers gaps in your
skills and capabilities andOpens up further development need

[   ] It also provides examples and scenarios for a CV or interview, demonstrates your
professional standing to clients and employers and helps you with your career
development or a possible career change. 

[   ] All the above

Question 8

Understand the main duties and responsibilities of your own work role

 Only one answer is correct

[   ] I think therefore I am or at least, I was, or could be, maybe-possibly

[   ] I think a lot of myself as I have a degree in psychology

[   ] I think that I should act in accordance with my role and responsibility

[   ] I think all clients should be treated to indifferent responses

Question 9

Be aware of standards and codes of practice that relate to your work role

Only one answer is correct

[   ] I think, therefore I am, or at least I was or could be,maybe possibly you know

[   ] I think a lot of myself as I have a degree in psychology

[   ] I think I should act in accordance with my role and responsibility

[   ] I think all clients should be treated with indifferent responses

Question 10

Be aware of standards and codes of practice that relate to your work role

Only one out of four is correct

[   ] A Statement of Purpose is a story about a dolphine

[   ] A code of practice is the benchmark of care and support work

[   ] The homes policies and procedures are optional
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[   ] My Job descriptions does not match my work duties

Question 11

Be aware of how your previous experiences, personal attitudes and beliefs affect your work

Only one out of three is correct

[   ] It makes no difference as I am member of a far right political group

[   ] As a regular church goer, I help others by prayiing with them

[   ] I bring my life's experience with me to work, and use it to help others

[   ] If you can fake sincerity, your made

Question 12

Understand the importance of reflective practice in continuously improving the quality of
service provided

Only one answer is correct

[   ] I have the capacity to reflect on action as so to engage in a process of continuous
learning

[   ] I have the incapacity to deflect on action so as to engage in a process of continuous
learning

[   ] I have the capacity to deflect on action so as to engage in a process of continuous
learning

[   ] I have the capacity to deflect on inaction so as to engage in a process of continuous
learning

Question 13

Know how to evaluate your own knowledge, performance and understanding against relevant
standards

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Care plans are for writing in and not for setting out actions

[   ] The code of conduct for care and support workers is only a gudeline

[   ] Human Rights are not relevant as we can opt out of them

[   ] Continuous learning and development keeps me up-to-date with current thinking and
changes

Question 14

Understand the functional level of literacy, numeracy and communication skills necessary to
carry out your role

Only one answer is correct

[   ] They are known as key skills for a reason
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[   ] Key skills are diminishing now keys are remotely electronically activated

[   ] I am good at sums and reading but I cannot articulate, so key skills are no good for me

[   ] Tw and two dont always make four and literacy is what happens when my cat gives birth

Question 15

Be aware of ways to assess your current level of literacy, numeracy and communication skills

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Literally, numbers dont add up

[   ] My medication competence qualification confirms my key skills

[   ] After 12 years at sscool, I have all the key skils I ned

[   ] I do not need literacy as I am an accountant

Question 16

Know how to record progress in relation to your personal development

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Apart from qualifications and training, I do not need a development plan

[   ] Apart from disqualifications and training, I do not need a development plan

[   ] Apart from qualifications and training, I do not need a re-development plan

[   ] Apart from qualifications and training, I have a development plan

Question 17

Be aware of sources of support for your personal development

Only one answer is correct

[   ] There is no requirement for personal development

[   ] Personal development is an option

[   ] I do personal development, I work out every week

[   ] Supervision is part of personal development

Question 18

Be aware of how others may assist to review and prioritise learning needs and development
opportunities

Only one answer ids correct

[   ] My manager gave me a training plan which I agreed it with him

[   ] I have been told that training is my responsibility

[   ] I would like to review my training needs at handover

[   ] My mentor says that I am useless
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Question 19

Know why feedback from others is important in objestives, timescales for review,  etc.. helping
to develop and improve the way you work

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Feedback is what I get from my guitar

[   ] My mother says you can get time-scales from a furred kettle

[   ] My mentor helps me to see how I am progressing and what I need to achgieve

[   ] My mentor says everything is going well, but as i haven't completed the work, I dont
believe her

Question 20

Recognise ways to measure how effective a learning activity has been

 Only one answer is correct

[   ] The training matrix was great film

[   ] I am on target with my training plan

[   ] I do not transfer my knowledge from the classroom to the care facility

[   ] I measured my effectiveness and it grew six inches

Question 21

Recognise how you have used a situation at work to improve the way your work

Only one answer is correct

[   ] I listened, responded appropriately, and I was able to use my learning and experience to
calm the individual

[   ] I listened, responded appropriately, and I was able to use my learning and experience to
calm the individual

[   ] I listened, responded inappropriately, and I was unable to use my learning and
experience to calm the individual

[   ] I was listless, responded appropriately, and I was able to use my learning and
experience to calm the individual

Question 22

Understand the system for recording personal development in your work setting

Only one answer is correct

[   ] I am an action man, not an action plan

[   ] We both signed the appraisal, pity the assessor had no authority to sign it

[   ] My development plan was discussed and agreed, and we moved on to nthe next stage

[   ] If the development plan was a game of snakes and ladders, I would get the snakes
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